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ABSTRACT

Categories and Subject Descriptors

Microblog services have emerged as an essential way to strengthen the communications among individuals and organizations. These services promote timely and active discussions
and comments towards products, markets as well as public events, and have attracted a lot of attentions from organizations. In particular, emerging topics are of immediate
concerns to organizations since they signal current concerns
of, and feedback by their users. Two challenges must be
tackled for eﬀective emerging topic detection. One is the
problem of real-time relevant data collection and the other
is the ability to model the emerging characteristics of detected topics and identify them before they become hot topics.
To tackle these challenges, we ﬁrst design a novel scheme to
crawl the relevant messages related to the designated organization by monitoring multi-aspects of microblog content,
including users, the evolving keywords and their temporal
sequence. We then develop an incremental clustering framework to detect new topics, and employ a range of content
and temporal features to help in promptly detecting hot emerging topics. Extensive evaluations on a representative
real-world dataset based on Twitter data demonstrate that
our scheme is able to characterize emerging topics well and
detect them before they become hot topics.

H.0 [Information Systems]: General; H.3.5 [Information
Storage and Retrieval]: Online Information Services
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1. INTRODUCTION
Microblog services such as Twitter and Weibo provide
an essential platforms for users to convey their thoughts,
exchange their opinions and share their experiences. One
key reason leading to their popularity is their real-time nature. On these platforms, individuals update their status
regarding various topics, spanning from “what are they doing” (Twitter), to “ what are on their mind” (Facebook), and
this is conveyed instantaneously to their friends. This greatly strengthens inter-personal exchange and cooperation.
Besides facilitating communications among individuals,
microblog services also explicitly or implicitly contain rich
information towards organizations, such as banks, universities, and government organizations, etc. Many organizations
are keen on continually mining and analyzing these usergenerated social data due to the following reasons. First,
social data contains the interests, concerns and criticisms of their users, and provides pointers for organizations to
improve their products or services. Second, social data implicitly contains invaluable market insights for the organizations. The primary foundation of these high-level applications is based on topic monitoring and tracking. Speciﬁcally,
organizations would like to: (1) track the evolution of any
identiﬁed relevant topics about them; and (2) be informed
of any new emerging topics which are fast gathering momentum in microblogs.
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Figure 1: The key phases of an hot emerging topic.
Several threads of research have been done on emerging
topic detection. They can roughly be grouped into three
categories. The ﬁrst is based on traditional topic detection
methods to identify new terms [12, 6, 21]. The second is to
utilize topic model to learn a dynamic word distribution or
topic transition [24]. The last is to detect novel topic-related
words by dictionary learning methods [11, 19]. However, the
deﬁnition of “emerging” in previous literature focuses only
on the novelty of topics, and they mainly model the novel
words based on word co-occurrences within the topics. In
this work, we extend the deﬁnition of “emerging” to incorporate temporal aspect of timeliness. In other words, we
want to detect emerging topics that are not only novel, but
also those that will become hot and viral in the near future.
This presents an additional challenge to model the temporal
characteristics of topics in real-time.
Figure 1 presents the evolution of a hot topic starting
from the time that it is detected (ts ), to the time that it
becomes hot (thot ). The period from ts to thot is known as
the emerging phase. We expect to identify this topic as hot
and emerging before thot .
However, emerging topic detection for organizations from
microblog context faces several challenges. The ﬁrst challenge is the dilemma of relevant data collection. This is
a challenging issue as most live microblog services impose
limits on the amount and frequency of data that can be
crawled1 . This, in conjunction with the low ratio of relevant
data in microblog content, results in missing relevant data
about the organizations. The second challenge is on modeling of topics with eﬀective features to facilitate the detection
of hot topics during the emerging phase.
To address these two challenges, we design a novel scheme
to monitor and collect microblog messages (tweets) about organizations as well as detect the hot emerging topics promptly. It comprises two stages as illustrated in Figure 2. The
ﬁrst stage aims to gather rich social data with good coverage
for a designated organization. Speciﬁcally, given a speciﬁc
organization, we collect data in multiple aspects from four
sources including ﬁxed keywords, emerging keywords, known
accounts and key users of the organization. All the crawled
data is then sent to a binary SVM classiﬁer, which discriminates the relevant tweets from the huge amount of irrelevant
ones. During this process, an organization user network is
also maintained based upon the existing relationships2 between users within the organization. The second stage ﬁrst
employs the well-known incremental clustering algorithms [25, 2] to discover topics in real time. It then analyzes
the emerging topic-related features including user authority, tweets inﬂuence, and organization attributes such as the

Figure 2: The overview of our framework.
emerging keywords. These features are then incorporated
into the topic learner to identify hot emerging topics in a
timely manner.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We design a crawling strategy that incorporates multiple aspects of microblog data to obtain more comprehensive organization related data. Based on the
collected data, we detect organization related topics.
• We build two eﬀective semi-supervised models to detect hot emerging topics for an organization in a timely
manner. To the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst
that targets eﬀective feature extraction for hot emerging topics detection.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section
2 introduces the related work of emerging topic detection.
Sections 3 and 4 respectively detail organization-related data
selection and emerging topic detection. Our experimental
results are presented in Section 5, followed by concluding
remarks in Sections 6.

2. RELATED WORK
The popularity of microblog portals like Twitter has enabled hot topics to be quickly propagated to a large number
of users over wide geographical regions. Research on detecting emerging and evolving [8, 25] topics3 of live tweet
streams has gained much interest in recent years, and has
been applied to a wide variety of applications [7], such as
detecting emergencies like earthquakes [20], predicting political election outcomes [22], mining topic and evolution [9],
discovering controversial topics from twitter [17], and so on.
There are several lines of research in this direction.
One line of research is based on the traditional topic detection approach. From the feature pivot aspects, some keywords based approaches [12] work well on mining tweets
about speciﬁc topics. While high frequency of terms may
be a good indicator for hot topics or trends, it does not identify new of emerging trends. Cataldi et al. [6] deﬁned
emerging keywords as those which are frequently used in
a given time period, but not in previous ones. They presented an approach to identify emergent keywords and utilized them together with frequently co-occurring words as
emerging topics. From the document-pivot aspects, Sayyadi
et al. [21] created a keyword graph, and used it to cluster
tweets based on various distance and similarity metrics.
Probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA) and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [5] are probabilistic methods

1
This limit is, for each request, “up to 1%” of Firehose tweets
for the streaming API of Twitter.
2
The existing relationship includes the follower, followee and
friends, etc.

3
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Here, topic can be exchangeable with event.

that have found remarkable success in building topic models
of static text. Variants of PLSA and LDA have been proposed for online and dynamic topic modeling [4].Wang et
al. [23] took advantage of temporal information, and tried
to model the topics continuously over time. They learned
the dynamic word distributions and trends of topics over
time. Wang et al. [24] proposed a Temporal-LDA or TMLDA method to mine streams of social text such as the Twitter stream for an author, by modeling the topics and topic
transitions that naturally arise in such data. Diﬀerent from
the work of [23], TM-LDA focuses more on learning the relationship among topics.
Another line of related research is on dictionary learning
and non-probabilistic matrix factorizations based methods.
Kasiviswanathan et al. [11] proposed a two stage approach
based on the detection and clustering of novel user-generated
content. They derived a scalable approach by using the alternating directions method to eﬀectively solve the resulting optimization problems. By extending the above work,
Saha and Sindhwani [19] adapted Non-negative Factorization to learn trending topics in the context of social media.
They showed that better topic modeling performance can
be achieved, when the continuity between topics matrices in
consecutive time stamps is taken into account.
Previous research on emerging topic [18, 1] detection mainly focused on keywords and textual content, whereas we aim
to ﬁnd emerging topics with respect to an organization. The
major diﬀerence is that for entities like organizations, in addition to textual content, user association to the organization and social relations among users of the organization will
greatly aﬀect the detection of emerging topics for the organization. These features have not been utilized before due
to the focus on general emerging topics.

3.
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Fix Keyword
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Classifier

Dynamic
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Figure 3:
sources.

ORGANIZATION-RELATED DATA SELECTION

To perform high-order analytics, it is desirable to collect a relatively complete set of relevant data for the target
organization in an eﬀective way. However, such a task is often overwhelmed by the tremendous amount of relevant as
well as irrelevant data. To ensure comprehensive data collection, two interconnected observations can be made: (a)
users related to organizations are more likely to post tweets
related to the organization; and (b) tweets on organization
often contain organization related keywords. These two observations enable us to generate descriptive keywords and
cues, such as ﬁxed keywords, dynamic keywords, known accounts, and organization keyusers. Accordingly, we design
four intelligent crawlers to comprehensively crawl organization relevant data from multiple aspects, as shown in Figure 3. The generation of four aspects of sources are detailed
in the following subsections.

Relevant Tweets
Repository

Org Keyusers

Crawling of data from multi-aspect

the organization keywords, we extract a list of temporally relevant emerging terms about the organizations at each
time point t. Emerging terms are deﬁned as those newly
introduced terms that are able to represent emerging topics
about the organization. To identify these terms, two sets
t
of foreground (Sft or ) and background (Sbak
) tweets at each
time point t are constructed. All the relevant tweets in the
current time slot [t − T, t] are regarded as Sft or tweets, where
t
T is the time interval. While Sbak
covers all the tweets sent
during the three time slots of: [t − 2T, t − T ] of current day,
[t − T, t] of previous day, as well as [t − T, t] of one week
ago. This deﬁnition aims to ﬁlter out the time related periodical terms, such as morning, Friday, etc. The vocabulary
sets of these two sets of tweets are respectively denoted as,
W f or = {w1f or , w2f or , ...} and W bak = {w1bak , w2bak , ...}. Our
goal is to identify the terms that have distinctively diﬀerent
t
distributions in Sft or and Sbak
. This signals that the term
is changing its behavior over time. Speciﬁcally, in terms of
statistics, given two distributions of a term wi in Sft or and
t
, we expect to disprove the null hypothesis that the two
Sbak
distributions are drawn from the same distribution function
to a certain level of signiﬁcance. Those terms with rising
frequencies are the potential emerging keywords, whereas
those with decreasing frequencies will gradually disappear.
In this work, we use the chi-square test [14] to compare two distributions due to its eﬃciency and ability to handle
rapidly evolving microblog contents. Formally, for each word
wi ∈ W f or , its chi-square distribution is:

χ2i =

(fi −bi )2
bi

+

1

[(100−fi )−(100−bi )]2
100

if
if

fi > bi ;
otherwise.
(1)

where fi and bi are the normalized word frequency values of
t
wi in Sft or and Sbak
respectively, deﬁned as:
fi = 100 ×

f or



wi

f or

∀i wi

,

and

bi = 100 ×

wbak
 i bak
∀i wi

.

Based on the value of χ2 , a list of ordered terms is generated, and the terms in the top N positions are truncated
as the dynamic keywords. Each dynamic keyword will be
concatenated with the acronym of the target organization
to form a speciﬁc query for data collection.

3.1 Fixed and Dynamic Keywords Sources
Given the name of the organization, we ﬁrst manually select a few ﬁxed keywords that uniquely identify the organization, such as the name of the organization, the key terms
of its brands, and the name of its CEO, etc. These ﬁxed
keywords are used in the streaming based Fixed Keyword
Crawler.
To elicit a live and more diverse set of relevant tweets
about the organization, typically those that do not contain

3.2 Known Accounts Source
Similar to ﬁxed keywords, we manually identify a set of
organization related accounts. These are typically oﬃcial
accounts of the organization on microblog platform that often post relevant tweets about the target organization, such
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Algorithm 1 Incremental Clustering for Topic Discovery
1: Input: tweet sets D, topic cluster set C, cluster center

as news about the target organization. These known accounts are monitored by the streaming based Known Accounts Crawler.

set Center, and threshold τ .

2: Output: update topic clusters C, and update cluster

3.3 Org Keyusers Source

3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:

The above mentioned three kinds of crawlers explicitly identify and collect data about the target organization. However, they overlook some important tweets posted by the
users related to the organization. The tweets are relevant to the target organization, but in implicit form, i.e., not
containing the ﬁxed or emerging keywords. Org Keyusers
Crawler intends to plug this gap by exploring the sources
from the perspective of users. At time t, given a time interval T (such as 24 hours), we obtain a subset of users UΔt
who post at least one relevant tweets in the time window
Δt = [t − T, t]. Here, we regard org keyusers as those people
who post more about the organization and have many followers (a larger inﬂuence) in the time window Δt. As mentioned before, an organization user relationship graph G0 is
constructed in real time. Nodes of G0 are obtained from
the known accounts, and contain all the users who posted
at least one organization relevant tweets, as well as their
friends and followers. Edges of G0 are obtained by crawling
the social relationships between them. In addition, we want
to incorporate their activity degree during Δt. The activity
degree of a user is proportional to the number of tweets the
user sent during Δt. We can compute the authority score
of user ui by incorporating the activity degree of user into
graph G0 as follows.
authk (ui ) = α


uj ∈f ollower(ui )

handle a constant stream of new tweets, are desirable in our
setting, where new tweets are continually being produced.
We employ a single-pass incremental clustering algorithm [3]
with a threshold τ . At each time t, and within a time interval T , we obtain all tweets D during [t-T, t] in a time
order. Such a clustering algorithm considers each tweet in
turn and determines the suitable cluster assignment based
on a similarity function. The algorithm considers each tweet
di in order, and computes its similarity (di , Centerj ) against
each existing cluster Cj . If the maximum similarity value is
greater than τ , the tweet will be distributed to the cluster,
meanwhile the clustering center will be updated. Otherwise,
we will generate a new cluster and cluster center. The details
of this algorithm are shown in Algorithm 1.

ui
|T wΔt
|
authk−1 (uj )
+ (1 − α)
.
|f ollowing(uj )|
|T wΔt |

(2)

where α ∈ (0, 1) is a damping factor, f ollowing(uj ) stands
for a set of users that uj follows, T wΔt represents the releui
vant tweets in Δt time slot, and T wΔt
is the relevant tweets
of ui in Δt. We calculate users’ authority score in an iterative manner, i.e., when we calculate the authority value of
ui in the kth iteration, we utilize uj ’s (k − 1)th authority
score. We then rank users in UΔt by their authority scores
and the top N users are selected as the org keyusers.

4.2 Topic Related Features
In Section 3, we have extracted emerging keywords and
org keyusers for the target organization from a global view
point. To infer the importance of a topic within an organization, we need to examine also the inﬂuence of tweets and
users at the local (topic) level.

3.4 Two-class SVM Classification
The data collected from the four sources are a mix of
relevant and irrelevant tweets to the organization. In order
to ﬁlter out the noisy data, we utilize a standard two-class
SVM classiﬁer. For the training data, we regard all the
tweets from known account source and ﬁxed keyword (rule
based to select) source as relevant.

4.

centers Center.
Process:
if C = ∅ then
random select N tweets from D and add into C and Center.
end if
initialize max, tmpC , tmpcenter .
for di ∈ D do
for centerj ∈ Center do
compute Cosine Similarity sim between centerj and di .
if sim > max then
max = sim, tmpC = Cj , tmpcenter = centerj .
end if
end for
if max > τ then
distribute di to cluster tmpC , and update tmpcenter .
else
new cluster and centroid and add to C and Center.
end if
end for
return C and Center.

4.2.1 Topical User Authority
Given a topic tp, there is a set of users related to tp,
which is denoted as Utp = {u1 , u2 , ..., ui , ..., um }. We observe
that the authority score of a user with respect to a speciﬁc
topic ui ∈ Utp is related to three factors. ui will have a
larger inﬂuence on topic tp if ui has: (a) posted many tweets
about topic tp; (b) posted more tweets retweeted by other
users in Utp ; and (c) more followers in Utp . Based on this
observation, at time t, we can compute the authority score
for each topic user ui ∈ Utp as follows.

EMERGING TOPIC DETECTION

We ﬁrst present an incremental clustering method to discover topic collections. Through extracting features from
topic and organization views, we train two semi-supervised
hot emerging topic learners.

r
fu i + 1
q ui + 1
authtp (ui ) = β ui + ϕ 
+ω
,
ru j
fu j
q uj

4.1 Topic Detection

j

For our real-time scenario, we need to handle live and
large volume of tweets about an organization to detect topics
without any prior knowledge of the number of topics, since
the topics are constantly evolving and growing in size. Online or incremental clustering algorithms, which are able to

j

j

(3)

where rui is the total number of relevant tweets posted by
ui ; fui is the total number of ui ’s followers who exist in
Utp ; qui is the total number of ui ’s relevant tweets that has
been retweeted by other users; and β, ϕ and ω are weighting
parameters i.e., β + ϕ + ω = 1.
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• f5 is the overlap between org keywords and top N inﬂuential topic keywords, and

4.2.2 Topical Tweet Influence
We can also ﬁnd a set of tweets related to a topic tp, which
are deﬁned as T wtp = {tw1 , tw2 , ..., twi , ..., twn }. These
tweets are posted by users Utp . There are two intuitions:
(a) if a tweet twi has a strong inﬂuence, it should be propagated to a large scope and be retweeted by a relatively higher
number of times; and (b) if the tweet is posted by a topic
authority user, it should also have the potential to inﬂuence
more users. Thus, given a tweet twi in topic tp, we employ
the number of retweets and authority of users to evaluate
its inﬂuence, deﬁned as follows.

f5 =

authtp (twi ) = log(1 + authtp (utwi )) +

f6 = t

where A =
log(1 + authtp (u)),

where authtp (twi ) is the inﬂuence of tweet twi ; authtp (utwi )
is the author of twi ’s authority; and Urtwi represents the
user group that retweets twi .
Let Wtp = {w1 , ..., wi , ..., wr } be the set of words that
appear in topic tp. For each word wi in topic tp, we compute
its weight W eighttp(wi ) through the inﬂuence of tweets that
it appears in, as:
∀twj ∈T wtp ∧wi ∈twj

∀w∈Wtp



authtp (twj )
authtp (tw)

∀tw∈T wtp ∧w∈tw

. (5)

We use W eighttp (wi ) to rank the list of topic-related keywords.

4.3 Hot Emerging Topic Learner
In order to identify the hot emerging topics from the topic
collection at each time t, we should analyze and extract the
emerging features of topics. Given a target organization at
time t, from an organization view point, we extract key users
and emerging keywords for the target organization, and from
a local topic view point, we calculate the authority of users,
tweets and keywords for a speciﬁc topic. By combining these
two views, we extract six representative features for each
topic at time t to train the emerging topic learner. The six
features with respect to topic tp are deﬁned as follows.
• f1 is the rate of increase of user number,
f1 =  t

|U t |

1
x
x=0 t−x+1 |U |

|T w t |

1
x
x=0 t−x+1 |T w |

.

|Rtw t |

1
x
x=0 t−x+1 |Rtw |

Algorithm 2 Co-training Learner
1: Input: T rainSet = {(Xl , Y ), Xu }, let L1 = L2 =
{{(Xl , Yp )}, {(Xl , Yn )}} and |{(Xl , Yp )}| = |{(Xl , Yn )}|.

2: Output: T rainSet = {(Xl , Y ), (Xu , Y )} and two learners c1

(7)

and c2 .

3: Process:
4: while Unlabeled dataset {Xu } = ∅ do
5:
Train two classiﬁers: v(1) c1 from L1 , and v(2) c2 from L2 .
6:
Classify unlabeled data with c1 and c2 separately.
7:
Add c1 ’s k-most-conﬁdent (x, c1 (x)) to labeled data L2 .
8:
Add c2 ’s k-most-conﬁdent (x, c2 (x)) to labeled data L1 .
9:
Remove these from the unlabeled dataset {Xu }.
10:
Update L1 , sampling removing negative instances to keep

.

(8)

• f4 is the overlap between org keyusers and top N inﬂuential topic users,
f4 =

#(kutp ∩ ku)
.
#kutp

.

(6)

• f3 is the rate of increase of re-tweets number,
f3 = t

authtp (tw)

|T wtp |

(11)

4.3.1 Co-training Learner
.

• f2 is the rate of increase of tweets number,
f2 = t

tw∈T wtp

,

These six features were chosen to discriminate an hot emerging topic from the topic collection. For an emerging
topic, the number of participating users, the increasing rate
of tweets, and the number of retweets are expected to be
distinctively higher than the normal topics and that of previous time. Moreover, there are some clues that the key
topic users and keywords would have a large overlap with
the current org keyusers and dynamic keywords. As tweets
are likely to be retweeted, the increasing rate of accumulated weight of tweets are comparatively higher than those in
previous time period too.
The design of our learners considers two factors in the
microblog domain. (1) Since there are hundreds of clusters for an organization at each time t, the labeling process
can be time consuming and labor intensive for all training
data. Hence there will be the problem of insuﬃcient training data. (2) There is a problem of imbalance of positive
(emerging phase) and negative (not emerging topics or not
emerging phase for emerging topics) data, since the vast
majority of data are negative instances. Hence the learner
must be able to achieve good accuracy in the face of imbalance training data. The above two factors require that
the chosen learners should work well under the conditions
of sparse and imbalance training data scenario. Thus, we
adopt a co-training learner and a semi-supervised ensemble
learner for our learning task. We deﬁne the training data as
T rainSet = {(Xl , Y ), Xu }, where Xl and Xu denote the labeled and unlabeled dataset respectively; and Y represents
the label set (positive(p) and negative(n)). Our aim is to
learn a learner c : X → Y .

(4)

W eighttp (wi ) = 

|At |

1
x
x=0 t−x+1 |A |

u∈Urtwi



(10)

• f6 represents the rate of increase of inﬂuence of the
accumulated weight of tweets,





#(kwtp ∩ kw)
.
#kwtp

|{(Xl:L1 , Yp )}| = |{(Xl:L1 , Yn )}|.
Update L2 , sampling removing negative instances to keep
|{(Xl:L2 , Yp )}| = |{(Xl:L2 , Yn )}|.
12: end while
13: return c1 and c2 .

11:

(9)
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Algorithm 4 Overall Algorithm of Emerging Topic Detection
1: Input: Start time point t0 .
2: Output: Emerging topic list ET Set.
3: Process:
4: t = t0 , and get tweets during t − Δt as D.
5: while D = ∅ do
6:
Detect topic using algorithm 1, and get topic cluster set C

Features of topic tp at time t are divided into two orthogonal views: v(1) the number increasing rate features (f1 , f2 ,
and f3 ); and v(2) the overlap features (f4 and f5 ) and the
accumulated weights of increasing rate feature (f6 ). We assume that both v(1) and v(2) are orthogonal to each other,
and they are suﬃcient to train reasonably strong classiﬁers.
We then train two basic SVM classiﬁers based on these two
views. The training process is described in Algorithm 2. It
is worth noting that in order to account for the imbalance
data scenario, the construction of training instance set L
(L1 and L2 ) are diﬀerent from the previous co-training approaches. Here we keep all the positive instances in L, while
sample only an equal number of labeled negative instances
from the training data into L at each iteration.

at t.

7:
for each topic Ci , i = 1, ... do
8:
Extract features of Ci .
9:
Label Ci using algorithm 2 or 3 into p or n.
10:
if Ci labeled with p and id ∈ ET Set then
11:
Add id and time point t of Ci into ET Set.
12:
end if
13:
end for
14:
t = t + Δt.
15:
Get tweets as D from t − Δt.
16: end while
17: return ET Set.

4.3.2 Semi-supervised Ensemble Learner
As an alternative to co-training, we employ the voting
based ensemble learning to train a semi-supervised classiﬁer.
Three classiﬁers (Decision Tree, SVM, and Naive Bayesian)
are chosen to learn from the labeled training data to predict
the unlabeled training data independently. Their results are
used to vote for each unlabeled data instance. The consistent data will be added to the next training iteration, until
convergence. Algorithm 3 describes the training process.

of diﬀerent nature in Singapore. They are StarHub 4 , Development Bank of Singapore (DBS )5 and National University of Singapore (NUS )6 . These three organizations cover
local telecommunication company (StarHub), the university (NUS ), and a cross-border bank (DBS ). We use twitter
API7 to collect the datasets that contain 51K, 130K, and
142K tweets from 15K, 44K and 36K users for the above
three organizations respectively. Because there is no benchmark for our emerging topic detection task, we generate the
ground truth of hot emerging topics by adopting the following procedures.
(1) We manually align the topics with online news and
labeled the topic as hot emerging topic if its relevant tweets
number at least doubled in the future 24 hours after its
detection. Finally we obtain 24, 17 and 5 hot emerging
topics respectively for the three organizations.
(2) For each hot emerging topic, we label two time points:
ts and thot , the start of the topic and the time when topic
becomes hot, respectively (see Figure 1). ts is the ﬁrst time
slot in which the emerging topic is detected. thot represents
a time slot in which tweets number exceeds a threshold.
A middle point tmid between ts and thot is also computed
automatically.
The statistics about the datasets for the three organizations are detailed in Table 1. We list the time duration of
data collection as well as hot emerging topic numbers. Table 1 also lists the initial period of data that we used for
training. In our system, the numbers of org keyusers and
dynamic keywords are set to 100 and 50 respectively, in order to limit the crawling resources required to monitor the
keyusers and keywords. We empirically set the thresholds
τ = 0.7, α = 0.6 and β = ϕ = ω = 0.33. The two-class SVM
and dynamic keywords mining are performed at intervals of
every half an hour, while the org keyusers mining are performed at every 24 hour intervals. The time interval used for
topic and emerging topic detection (Algorithm 4) is 1-hour.

Algorithm 3 Ensemble Learner
1: Input: T rainSet = {(Xl , Y ), Xu }, L1 = {{(Xl , Yp )}, {Xl :

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

L1 , Yn }}, L2 = {{(Xl , Yp )}, {Xl : L2 , Yn }}, L3 =
{{(Xl , Yp )}, {Xl : L3 , Yn }} and if |{(Xl , Yp )}| = N , |{(Xl :
L1 , Yn )}| = |{(Xl : L2 , Yn )}| = |{(Xl : L3 , Yn )}| = N .
Output: T rainSet = {(Xl , Y ), (Xu , Y )} and ensemble
learner c.
Process:
while Unlabeled dataset Xu is used up do
Train three classiﬁers: c1 from L1 , c2 from L2 and c3 from
L3 .
Classify unlabeled data with c1 , c2 and c3 separately.
Voting.
Add consistent results set to L1 , L2 and L3 .
Remove these from the unlabeled dataset Xu .
Update L1 , sampling removing negative instances to keep
|{(Xl:L1 , Yp )}| = |{(Xl:L1 , Yn )}|.
Update L2 , sampling removing negative instances to keep
|{(Xl:L2 , Yp )}| = |{(Xl:L2 , Yn )}|.
Update L3 , sampling removing negative instances to keep
|{(Xl:L3 , Yp )}| = |{(Xl:L3 , Yn )}|.
end while
return c.

4.4 Overall Algorithm for Hot Emerging Topic Detection
The overall process of hot emerging topic detection schema
is detailed in Algorithm 4. At each time t, topics are discovered by Algorithm 1. For each topic, we extract the desired
features and classify it using algorithm 2 or 3. If it is an
emerging topic and the cluster id does not exist in ET Set,
we will record the id and t into ET Set, which holds the list
of emerging topic candidates.

5.

5.2 Results and Analysis
Because of the lack of space, we only detail our experi-

EXPERIMENTS
4

http://www.starhub.com/
http://www.dbs.com.sg/
6
http://www.nus.edu.sg/
7
https://dev.twitter.com/docs/api

5.1 Datasets, Ground Truth and Settings

5

In order to evaluate our approach, experiments were conducted on a real life dataset crawled for three organizations
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Table 1: Statistics for organizations
Organization
StarHub
DBS
NUS

Time Duration
10 Oct-9 Nov, 2012
15 Oct-14 Nov, 2012
14-27 Oct, 2012

(a) Recall

#Tweets
51,708
130,791
142,091

#Users
15,792
44,454
36,973

#Emerging Topic
24
17
5

Training Time Duration
10-22 Oct, 2012
15-28 Oct, 2012
14-20 Oct, 2012

(b) P recision
Figure 4: Performance of topic Detection

#Training Emerging Topic
10
8
2

(c) F1

for the poor performance of TM is that it constructs an
undirected graph and groups bursty keywords by maximum
connected components. This probably leads to multiple semantically separate topics being merged together and therefore produces very large topics that reﬂect very little about
the real world topics. For TOT, it discovers topics clusters
and their evolution over time. However, it often identiﬁes
old or non-informative topics as compared to the previously
appearing ones. Overall, our method and NN-Dict can detect over 90% of topics with a F1 measure of 70%. Finally,
it is worth noting that the higher recall but lower F1 of NUS
suggests that there are not many topics happened in NUS
as compared to StarHub and DBS.

ments on topic detection and emerging topic detection only.
The eﬀectiveness of our data collection strategy will not be
discussed here. It is tested indirectly through the accuracy
of hot emerging topic detection experiments.

5.2.1 Performance of Topic Detection
The performance of emerging topic detection model is
based on the premise that the approach can fetch more organization related topics. In this work, we compare our topic
detection approach with several baselines to demonstrate its
eﬀectiveness:
• TwitterMonitor (TM) [15]: It is a system that performs trending topic detection over the Twitter stream.
We implemented two core algorithms of this paper
(ﬁnding and grouping bursty keywords). Here we set
the value of k in this method to 50, and the window
size is set to W = 1h.

5.2.2 Performance of Emerging Hot Topic Detection
This subsection aims to detect whether a newly found
topic is emerging and will become a hot topic at a later
stage. Hence there is a temporal dimension to this task,
that the hot topic should be detected during the emerging
phase as shown in Figure 1. Here we want to test the ability
of the method to identify a topic as “hot topic” before a
time TL . For evaluation purpose, we select two time limits:
a stringent one with TL = tmid , and a more relax one with
TL = thot (see Figure 1). If the topic is identiﬁed as hot topic
before TL , it is considered a positive detection; otherwise it
is considered a failure.
As our baselines are designed for novel topic detection, but
not emerging topic detection, we need to incorporate time
dimension into these methods. Here, we incorporate our
two emerging topic learners, Co (Co-training learner) and
En (Semi-supervised ensemble learner) with our proposed
incremental learning method (CL) and the three baselines,
giving rise to 8 combination of methods as shown in Figure
5, which list the F1 measure of hot emerging topic detection
when TL = thot . Three main observations can be drawn
from Figure 5. First, the topic detection methods incorporating semi-supervised ensemble learner (CL+En, TM+En,
TOT+En, and NN-Dict+En) generally perform much better
than those incorporating the co-training learner (CL+Co, TM+Co, TOT+Co, and NN-Dict+Co). The reason for the
poor performance of Co is because the emerging features are
split into two views with each view being weaker than the
overall combined feature set. Second, NN-Dict and our proposed CL incorporating the emerging topic learners perform
much better than the other two methods. This shows that

• Topics over Time (TOT) [23]: This is a LDA-based
topic model that explicitly models the time jointly with
word co-occurrence patterns. Here we set the topic
number |T | = 50, hyper-parameter α = 1, and β = 0.1.
• NN-Dict [11]: This is a dictionary learning based
scheme. It utilizes the nearest neighbor approach to
detect novel documents and then create emerging topic clusters by a dictionary learning technique. Here
we set the topic numbers to 50, and the parameter
1
λ = 100
.
For ease in evaluation, we utilize two sources of information to construct the ground truth for topic detection. The
ﬁrst is the emerging topics as shown in Table 1. The second
is based on the idea of pooling by aggregating all the new
topics detected by the four methods (CL, TM, TOT, and
NN-Dict). We asked three people to evaluate the new topics
detected and come up with the ﬁnal set as the ground truth.
The ground truth contain 34, 31 and 24 topics for StarHub,
DBS, and NUS. In this work, we use several widely-used
classiﬁer performance metrics for evaluation [13]: recall, precision and F1 . Figure 4 presents the performance of CL and
three baselines for three organizations.
It can be seen from the Figure that NN-Dict and CL
achieve better performance than TOT and TM across all
evaluation metrics for all organizations. The main reason
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(a) Recall

(b) P recision

(c) F1

(d) Recall
(e) P recision
(f) F1
Figure 5: Performance of emerging topic Detection when TL = thot
Table 2: Performance of emerging topic detection
when TL = thot
Methods
CL+En
CL+TSVM
CL+Semi-NB
CL+En
CL+TSVM
CL+Semi-NB
CL+En
CL+TSVM
CL+Semi-NB

Organization
StarHub
DBS
NUS

recall
0.93
0.86
0.86
0.89
0.89
0.89
1.00
1.00
1.00

precision
0.87
0.75
0.71
0.80
0.73
0.67
0.60
0.50
0.42

F1
0.90
0.80
0.77
0.84
0.80
0.70
0.75
0.67
0.73

Figure 6: The impact of incoming tweets size on
Run Time

Table 3: Performance of emerging topic detection
when TL = tmid
Methods
CL+En
CL+TSVM
CL+Semi-NB
CL+En
CL+TSVM
CL+Semi-NB
CL+En
CL+TSVM
CL+Semi-NB

Organization
StarHub
DBS
NUS

recall
0.71
0.71
0.71
0.78
0.78
0.78
0.67
0.67
0.67

precision
0.83
0.71
0.67
0.78
0.70
0.64
0.50
0.40
0.40

with diﬀerent sizes of incoming tweets for diﬀerent methods. We run the algorithms on a computer with 2.83GHz
Intel(R) Core 2 Quad CPU, and 4GB memory. The experimental result of logarithm deviation of run time varying
with increasing tweets size is shown in Figure 6. It can be
seen from the ﬁgure that the run time increases with rising
incoming tweet number. TOT performs poorly as it needs
to sample the tweets and iterate to convergence in several
steps in each iteration. For TM, it spends much time on
bursty keyword graph mining. The main cost of NN-Dict
is to maintain and update the term dictionaries and to ﬁnd
novel clusters by clustering methods. Overall, incremental clustering is the most eﬃcient for real-time scenarios, as
it explicitly maintains topics and related tweets for further
analysis of emerging topic features.

F1
0.77
0.71
0.69
0.78
0.74
0.70
0.57
0.50
0.50

a strong topic detection baseline is needed to achieve good
performance in hot emerging topic detection. Here we also
observe that the recall performance is better than precision
for most cases. This is important as in real applications,
the ability to ﬂag all possible hot topics is essential for organizations to handle all possible eventualities. Third, it
is observed that our CL performs comparably in recall as
compared to NN-Dict method but much better in precision,
resulting in superior F1 measure. In general, our method
can detect close to 90% of hot topics with a precision of
over 70%. This is an encouraging results for hot emerging
topic detection.

5.2.4 Comparison with State-of-the Arts Methods
Because of the poor performance of CL+Co, it will not
be included in further experiments. Here we conduct further experiments to compare the performance of CL+En
against two start-of-the-arts methods: Transductive SVM
(TSVM) [10] and Semi-supervised Naive Bayesian classiﬁers
(Semi-NB) [16]. As with the previous approaches, the parameters of the methods are carefully tuned. And we test the
ability of the methods to detect emerging topic at TL = thot
and TL = tmid .
Tables 2 and 3 show the precision, recall and F 1 measure
of the methods for TL = thot and TL = tmid respectively.

5.2.3 Efficiency Analysis
The eﬃciency problem is very important for a real-time
schema. In this subsection, we evaluate the average run time
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complete set of dataset for the target organization. Second, we discovered emerging topics and extracted emerging
features from both the organization and topic perspectives.
Thirdly, we developed semi-supervised learners to facilitate
timely identiﬁcation of hot emerging topics for organizations. We demonstrated the eﬀectiveness of our proposed framework by comparing them with the state-of-the-arts methods.
Empirical evaluation on the Twitter datasets on three organizations (StarHub, DBS and NUS ) illustrated the eﬀectiveness of the proposed emerging topic detection framework.
One can envision several directions for future work. While
the current work is based on organizations to detect emerging and evolving topics, we can extend our framework to
more general entities, such as the people and location, etc.
The other important direction is to build human readable
emerging topic summarization for organization users.

From the Tables, it is observed that our proposed incremental clustering with ensemble learner (CL+En) performs the
best against all the other methods, with a high F1 of 0.90.
The results show that our semi-supervised ensemble learner
can inherit the advantages of each learner to make up for the
shortcomings of a single learner. It is also observed that the
recall is higher than precision generally, which is an important attribute of emerging topic detection methods. Table
3 presents the comparison results when TL = tmid , which
has a much more stringent criterion than that in Table 2. It
naturally shows a performance reduction for all the learners. Finally, it is observed that performance of StarHub and
DBS is better than that of NUS for the classiﬁcation based
metrics shown in Tables 2 and 3. The poorer performance
of NUS is mainly due to the low number of tweets and lack
of labeled data during the emerging phase.

5.2.5 Emerging Feature Analysis
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